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O U R  M I S S I O N

Create a just financial system in which lower-wealth persons  
and communities and people and communities of color can achieve  
economic security and community prosperity.



Letter from the President

2018 was a tumultuous year. We weathered an onslaught of deregulation in the financial services sector while 
transitioning Woodstock Institute to new office space and redesigning our website. We moved the needle in a 

positive direction … at least for now.

Our team produced tangible wins this year at local, state, and federal levels. In this report, we feature our work to 
lessen the blow of a check-cashing rate hike at Illinois Currency Exchanges, the re-launch of the Community Lending 
Fact Book, and our successful defeat of a Congressional attempt to roll back historic payday lending protections. 
Each success demanded the best of Woodstock Institute’s research, advocacy, coalition building, and technical        
assistance, and each success advanced our mission to create a more just and fair financial system.

This work represents months—even years— of dedication to our cause. For nearly two decades, we have fought 
to protect consumers from high-cost, short-term loan products, such as predatory payday, installment, and 
title loans. Our federal advocacy gained momentum in 2010 when Congress created the Consumer Financial                     
Protection Bureau (CFPB) under the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. Recently, a           
political environment hostile to consumers has come to threaten not only hard-won CFPB protections, and the CFPB 
itself, but also the future of the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA), a landmark civil rights law that helps to hold 
banks accountable to community needs.  

2018 also kept our research team busy. We published two major reports: The Debt Spiral: How Chicago’s Vehicle 
Ticketing Practices Unfairly Burden Low-Income and Minority Communities; and Aging in Place: A Strategic Plan 
to Support Older Adult Housing Needs in the Chicago Region. We updated our Data Portal with new visualizations 
and business lending data, and we published the Community Lending Fact Book. This research reinvigorated our              
relationships with nonprofit and bank partners, and it helped to cement our role as a data-driven problem solver.

At our 2018 Community Investment Awards reception, we presented awards to Opportunity Finance Network, 
Chicago Neighborhood Initiatives Micro Finance Group, and Richard Cordray, for their significant achievements 
in  expanding access to small business capital. Our guests also celebrated the leadership of Tara Williams, a            
Community  Organizing and Family Issues parent leader, whose story and participation was an invaluable asset to 
the Currency Exchange coalition. 

We present to you the best of 2018 from Woodstock Institute. Please visit woodstockinst.org to learn more.
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2018 saw the successfully completion of a 
campaign that began in 2017. Proving that 
Woodstock can be both nimble and effective, 

we swung into action upon learning that the currency 
exchange industry was petitioning the Illinois Depart-
ment of Financial and Professional Regulation (IDFPR) 
for an increase in the maximum rates that currency 
exchanges could charge to cash a check.

The industry requested double-digit increases in the 
rates. Under the industry petition, the rate to cash a 
$100 check would increase from 1.4 percent + $1.00 
to 2.5 percent + $1.00, an increase of 46 percent. A 
consumer would pay $3.50 to cash a $100 check.

Woodstock opposed the requested increase because 
it would have a direct, negative impact on consum-
ers and communities least equipped to handle a rate 
increase. Unbanked consumers, who are dispropor-
tionately low-income, Black, Hispanic/Latinx, elderly, 
and/or people with disabilities, are the most likely 

type of consumers to rely on currency exchanges for 
check-cashing. The vast majority of consumers who 
have bank accounts pay no check-cashing fees because 
they deposit checks and withdraw cash at ATMs or bank 
branches (or they deposit checks electronically).

After Woodstock testified in opposition to the rate 
increase, IDFPR approved the industry’s petition in its 
entirety in June 2017 and sought approval of the Joint 
Committee on Administrative Rules (JCAR) to raise the 
rates across the board on all check types (personal, 
payroll, public assistance, etc.) and all check amounts. 
The industry and IDFPR expected JCAR to approve 
the rate increase at a February 2018 hearing, but  
consumer champion State Senator Jacqueline Collins 
formally requested the bipartisan executive committee 
postpone consideration to allow time to inform legisla-
tors and the public about the rate increase and to give 
consumers an opportunity to express their views on 
the subject, which shifted momentum in our favor.

P R O T E C T I N G  I L L I N O I S  C O N S U M E R S
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Making Change at the Currency Exchange

Led by Woodstock Institute, a coalition of consumer advocates and impacted individuals 
substantially lessened the blow of an industry-proposed check-cashing rate hike, which 
would have targeted the state’s most financially vulnerable. 

Source: Woodstock Institute 



The coalition of consumer advocates and impacted 
community members launched an intensive communi-
cations campaign, earning dozens of significant press 
pieces across local radio, TV, and print outlets. Over 30 
co-sponsors signed on to  the Check Cashing Fairness 
Act(SB 2433) to cut and cap the rates on government 
and public assistance checks (to 1.5 percent and .5 per-
cent, respectively) and cap the rates on printed payroll 
checks at the existing rates. 

Also during this time, at the insistence of JCAR, the 
industry and the consumer coalition, led by Woodstock, 
negotiated intensively to try to reach an agreement 
on both the rate increase proposal pending with JCAR 
and the legislation pending with the Illinois General 
Assembly (ILGA). Our negotiating strength derived 
mostly from a high likelihood that SB 2433, champi-
oned by Senator Collins and Representative La Shawn 
Ford, would pass the ILGA and from the fact that public 
opinion was on our side. The media’s framing of the is-
sue accurately demonstrated that a rate increase would 
hit folks already struggling to make ends meet. The 
industry, however, had two significant advantages: 1) 
a lobbying team consisting of Springfield insiders; and 
2) an almost certain veto of SB 2433 by then - Governor 
Bruce Rauner.

Despite these odds, our coalition reached an agreement 
with the industry in March 2018.  The agreement sub-
stantially lessened the blow of the proposed rate hike 
and established reforms that will help protect consum-
ers from rate hikes in the future. On the rates, consum-
ers will save hundreds of thousands of dollars over the 
next several years compared to what they would have 
paid under the proposed rate hike. The average rate 
– taking into account all the different check sizes and 
types – went from 2.26 percent to 2.46 percent – keep-
ing Illinois at its place as the fifth most affordable state 
in the country for check-cashing.  Under the agreement, 
for a large majority of checks – payroll and government 
checks between $100 and $1250 – the maximum rate 
increased only .08 percent – going from 2.25 percent 
to 2.33 percent.  Under the proposed rate hike, the rate 
would have climbed .25 percent – from 2.25 percent to 
2.5 percent.  Folks receiving public assistance checks 
actually saw a cut in rates – from an average rate of 
2.25 percent to 1.5 percent.  For the most common 

check type – a payroll check – at $500, the maximum 
fee would have gone from $11.25 to $12.50.  Under the 
agreement, the maximum fee on that check went up 
only 40 cents to $11.65.  

Another part of our win was that IDFPR and the industry 
agreed to support the Check Cashing Fairness Act, 
which, as amended, became law on August 3, 2018. Un-
der the new law, IDFPR – before raising check-cashing 
rates – is required to consider the impact of a proposed 
rate hike on consumers and the disproportionate 
impact, if any, of a rate hike on communities of color, 
older people, and other groups protected under the 
Illinois Human Rights Act. Since 1943, when the Illinois 
Currency Exchange Act first became law, the factors 
that IDFPR was required to consider when setting the 
maximum rates that currency exchanges could charge 
focused only on the industry. Now, IDFPR is, in effect, 
required to conduct a racial equity impact assessment 
before raising check cashing rates. To date, Woodstock 
knows of no other law in the country requiring a state 
to conduct such an assessment as a condition to taking 
regulatory action.

None of the campaign’s success would have been 
possible without our coalition partners, who included 
Community Organizing and Family Issues (COFI), AARP 
Illinois, Illinois Asset Building Group/Heartland Alli-
ance, and Chicago Urban League. Coalition partners 
helped bring folks to Springfield to educate policymak-
ers, organized calls to key legislators, and jumped on 
several conference calls with little notice to consider 
the industry’s latest offer. Illinois consumers, espe-
cially those who are the most financial vulnerable, are 
fortunate to have a group of advocates who are both 
passionate and skilled enough to go toe-to-toe with the 
financial industry and its army of lobbyists and experts.

“We did not come to the bargaining table with money to spare. 
Our bargaining power has been the voice of consumers.”   
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OF ILLIONIS HOUSEHOLDS 
ARE UNDERBANKEDDD

15.3%

Source: FDIC, 2017 FIGURES

OF ILLIONIS HOUSEHOLDS 
ARE UNBANKED

7%

BRENT ADAMS Woodstock Institute 
Senior Vice President of Policy and 
Communication 



L O C A L L Y  A P P L I E D  R E S E A R C H

Print is not dead. Woodstock decided to publish 
our beloved Chicago Area Community Lending 

Fact Book (Fact Book) in December 2018. 

The Fact Book, first published in 1986, provides 
local home mortgage and small business lending 
data across the City of Chicago, Chicago’s 77 com-
munity areas, and the seven-county region of Cook, 
DuPage, Kane, Kendall, Lake, McHenry, and Will 
counties. It is designed so that community-based 
organizations, residents, policymakers, and lenders 
can monitor and advocate for equitable lending and 
investments in their neighborhoods. 

After a decade of making data available free-of-
charge via our online Data Portal, our research team 
saw the need to bring back community-level pages 
to make it easier for those working in communities 
to see trends and gaps in lending and banking ser-
vices. 

The Fact Book community pages profile mortgage 
lending, foreclosure trends, levels of higher-cost 
lending, changes in income levels of local homebuy-
ers, business lending, activity of top lenders, and 
numbers of branches. Where possible, the data are 
disaggregated to demonstrate disparities among 
racial and ethnic groups. Graphs and charts make 
the Census Bureau, Home Mortgage Disclosure 
(HMDA), Community Reinvestment Act (CRA), and 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) raw 
data accessible to all types of audiences. 
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10 Years Later: A Post-Recession Revival of 
the Community Lending Fact Book

Our research team revived Woodstock’s Chicago Area Community 
Lending Fact Book as a tool to spur lending and banking services 
across Chicagoland.

Source: Census Bureau 2016 Five-
Year American Community Survey 

CHICAGO COMMUNITY AREAS 
HAVE NO BANK BRANCHES.

7 of 77

Source: Woodstock Institute

Chicago 7-County 
Homeownership Rate 
by Race/Ethnicity 
 



This revival came a decade after the 2008 financial 
crisis. The publication of the Fact Book against a 
backdrop of an unequal recovery in the Chicago 
region inspired our panel discussion entitled “What 
Recovery? Chicago 10 Years after the Financial 
Crisis.” Moderator Jane Dokko, Assistant Vice 
President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 
joined experts from the housing, banking, and small 
business sectors, including Deborah Moore of 
Neighborhood Housing Services of Chicago, Steve 
Hall of LISC Economic Development Lending, 
Manuel Jimenez of Marquette Bank, and Kyle Smith 
of Metropolitan Mayors Caucus, to discuss the Great 
Recession’s acute impacts on low-income and 
minority communities. Chicago continues to lead 
the country in borrowers who are underwater on 
their mortgages. 

Bank and community partners lauded the return of 
the easy-to-navigate community pages. Housing 
groups told us the information is critical to their fair 
housing and racial impact equity assessment work. 
Banks asked for additional copies to share with their 
staff. The Illinois Black Chamber of Commerce brings 
our Fact Book to meetings with entrepreneurs, and 
encourages them to use it as a tool to leverage 
needed capital and investments into their communi-
ties.

Woodstock Institute will continue to produce the 
Fact Book in coming years. 
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N A T I O N A L  A D V O C A C Y

KEEPING LOAN 
SHARKS AT BAY

Growth in Non-Bank vs. Bank Mortgages Originated 
Since 2008 Recession

Source: Brookings Institution 

Soon after President Trump took office in January 
2017, the Administration and Congress laid siege to 
hard-fought regulatory protections that had been 
won during the Obama Administration. In the case 
of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), 
consumer advocates achieved several victories when 
CFPB was under the leadership of Obama appointee 
Richard Cordray, who served as CFPB Director until 
November 2017. 

Unfortunately, our defeats have outnumbered our 
victories during the Trump years, but we secured 
a significant win on May 17, 2018, when the clock 
expired on resolutions under the Congressional 
Review Act (S.J. Res 56 and H.J. Res 122) to repeal 
the historic CFPB payday and car title lending rule. 
The rule, finalized in October 2017, would establish 
common-sense consumer protections on predatory 
payday and title loans, such as requiring lenders to 
verify a borrower’s ability to repay before making 
the loan. Woodstock mobilized 35 Illinois groups to 
declare their support for national payday lending 
protections and condemn the repeal resolutions in 
a letter to all Illinois Members of Congress. Notably, 
no member of the Illinois Congressional delega-
tion opted to sign on as a co-sponsor of the repeal 
resolutions.  

The thrill of this victory was short-lived, however, as 
the CFPB, under the leadership of Trump appointee 
Kathy Kraninger, introduced a rule in February 2019 
to rescind the final rule’s ability to repay provisions. 
Regardless of what happens with the Kraninger pro-
posal, the battle over the rule, which is the subject 
of ongoing litigation by the industry, is likely to 
continue for years.

Chicago 7-County 
Homeownership Rate 
by Race/Ethnicity 
 



I N C O M E ,  E X P E N S E S,  A N D  F U N D I N G  S O U R C E S
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Funding and In-Kind 
Sources for  2018
  
Foundations, Nonprofits, & Government 

Ford Foundation

Genesis Housing Development Corporation

Illinois Attorney General’s Office

Illinois Charitable Trust

Colonel Stanley R. McNeil Foundation

Northwest Side Housing Center

Polk Bros. Foundation

Surdna Foundation

The Big Cat Foundation

The Chicago Community Trust

The Department of Housing and Urban

Development

The Harris Family Foundation

The Retirement Research Foundation

The Richard H. Driehaus Foundation

VantageScore Solutions, LLC

Woods Fund Chicago

Corporate

Associated Bank

Advocates Inc. D.C., Ltd.

BMO Harris

CIBC

Citi

Fifth Third Bank

First Eagle Bank

First Midwest Bank

JPMorgan Chase

Marquette Bank

MUFG Union Bank Foundation

Northern Trust

Old Second Bank

The Huntington Foundation

U.S. Bank

Wintrust Financial Corporation

Individual Donors

Natalie Abatemarco

William & Irene Beck

Bobbi Ball

Eva Brown

Cheryl Devall

Byna Elliott

Juan Carlos Linares

George Lipsitz

Steve Hall

Jesus Hernandez

Manuel Jimenez

Michael Pink

Dory Rand

Gabriela Roman

Matthew Roth

Michael Seng

Hubert Van Tol

S TATEMENT OF  ACT IVI T IES  AND CHANGES IN  NET  ASSETS

     
Year ending December 31, 2018
  
                                                                                       Without                               With                                                   
                                                                                          Donor  Donor   
                     UNDESIGNATED Restrictions TOTAL 

Support and Revenure

     Grants and contributions                       $  413,619          $  567,935          $  981,554  
     Contracts                                                       7,713                   –                7,713
     Interest Income        1,819                             –                                 1,819

Net Assets Released from Restrictions:        

      Grants & contributions      266,256                 266,256                   –   

      Contracts          –                      –                  – 

Total Support and Revenue and Assets      $   689,407          $  301,679                   $  991,089 

Expenses     

       Program services  $  765,300   –           $  765,300   

       Administrative costs   137,039      –                         137,039   
     

Total expenses   902,339    –                902,339  

     
Change  in Net Assets   (212,932)                301.679                 88,747 
Net Assets at Beginning of Year   435,333                  120,675              556,008  

Net Assets at End of Year   $  222,401            $  422,354         $   644,755    

This statement is an excerpt from Woodstock Institute’s annual financial statements. For a complete copy of those financial statements, 
please contact Woodstock Institute. 

EXPENSESINCOME

Grants and 
Contributiions Safe & Affordable 

Financial Products, 
Services & Systems

Wealth Creation 
& Preservation

Equitable Lending 
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Services

Small 
Business

Fact Book, Data 
Portal, & Technical 

Assistance

Contracts

99%



O U R  V I S I O N

A just society in which everyone has an equal opportunity to achieve  
economic security and community prosperity and a just financial system  
in which everyone—including lower-wealth persons and communities,  
and people and communities of color—can safely and sustainably  
borrow, save, and build wealth.   
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